Description: Further details are provided about (i) algorithms for sample size calculation, (ii) algorithms for basic reproduction number calculation, (iii) distribution of trading practices, (iv) results of the multivariate analysis, (v) impacts of changes in the proportion of environmentally-mediated transmissions on basic reproduction number estimates.
For each trader, nL different sites were randomly drawn. Although the L sites were visited by an average of NP traders, the random allocation of these sites meant the actual number of traders visiting each site varied. s traders were then randomly sampled. The proportion p of sites visited by traders operating in this LBM that were identified through this sample was computed.
This algorithm was repeated 10,000 times, and the proportion of simulations for which p was equal or higher than a defined threshold T was assessed.
Here, nL=5, P=0.05 and T=0.9. Sample sizes for which the probability to detect at least a proportion T of all sites visited by traders was higher than 0.95 are reported in Supplementary   Table S1 . Table S1 : Sample size as a function of the size of the trader population in a LBM. It was calculated to detect, with a probability of 95%, 90% of all sites visited by traders operating in a given LBM to purchase or sell poultry, assuming that 5 sites are visited by each trader, and each site is visited by an average of 5% of traders. Sample size  <20  All  30  27  40  34  50  40  70  48  100  53  >100 53
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Number of traders
Basic reproduction number calculation
The dominant eigenvalue of the next generation matrix was the estimate of the basic reproduction number 0, 
the probability that a chicken becoming pre-infectious at time P tz  was still in the LBM at ty  , and   | IP P t y t z  the probability that it was infectious at time ty  , given that it was still in the LBM. Note that if zy  , then
P t y t z    referred to the indirect transmission process, through contacts with the contaminated environment. It accounts for infectious faeces released each hour by the primary case, from the onset of infectiousness at time th  to the time ty  at which exposure occurs. (Supplementary Fig. S1 ). bird was initially set as infected, and the number of susceptible birds entering into markets every day was chosen to be high (10,000) in order to avoid extinction once the disease reached its endemic equilibrium. Therefore, in this specific setting, a viral introduction resulting in a major outbreak in the host population would also lead to the disease becoming endemicdisease invasion was here similar to disease endemicity. The probability of disease endemicity (or invasion), for a given demographic profile, was the proportion of simulations for which at least one bird was infected or virus was present in the environment 100 days after viral introduction.
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Description of the multivariate analysis results
The PCA was performed for LBMs based on variables related to (i) the number and sources of chickens sold, and (ii) the egocentric network characteristics. For both analyses, the two first components were selected. For the former analysis, the two first components accounted for 40% and 20% of the data variability, and for the latter analysis they accounted for 46% and 23%. LBMs with a high score for each of these components are described below. The converse is true for LBMs with a low score.
The number and sources of chickens sold
Component 1: LBMs sold large number of chickens which were mainly supplied by large-scale farms covering a large geographical area. Supply originating from small-scale farms, trader own farms, and other markets was low.
Component 2: traders mainly sold chickens from their own farm, and no birds were brought from other LBMs.
Structural characteristics of egocentric networks
Component 1: The egocentric networks included a large number of LBMs and a high number of unweighted links.
Component 2: The egocentric networks were characterised by a high number of trader movements, covered a large geographical area and had a low level of clustering.
Practices of interviewed traders
The practices of all interviewed traders are summarised in Supplementary Table S2 .
Partitions of LBMs under different assumptions
LBMs were partitioned according to the number and sources of chickens sold under different assumptions: crude (Supplementary Tables S3-S4) or simulated trader populations   (Supplementary Tables S5-S6) , with the calculation of the number of chickens sold accounting (Supplementary Tables S3-S5) or not (Supplementary Tables S4-S6) The partitions of egocentric networks using crude and simulated trader populations differed by one LBM. It was assigned to Large (B) group when using crude trader populations (Supplementary Table S7 ), and to Large (A) group when using simulated trader populations (Supplementary Table S8 ). 
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